ADDITIONAL Volunteer Guidelines
In response to the COVID19 pandemic, we are implementing additional guidelines for rides in an effort to
keep both you and our passengers safe.
1. We require all passengers and volunteers to properly wear a face mask at all times during the ride.
You understand that a passenger will refuse to ride with you if you are not wearing a mask. You also
will refuse to drive if a passenger is not wearing a mask.
2. You will disinfect high touch areas of the car (door handles, seat belts, etc.) where the passenger will
be sitting prior to and after each ride.
3. To increase the social distance, we strongly recommend that the passenger sit in the back seat on the
passenger side.
4. When calling the day before to arrange pickup details, remind the passenger of our mask policy and
screen the passenger with the following questions:
a. Have you tested positive for COVID19 in the past 14 days?
b. Have you been in contact with anyone with a confirmed case of COVID in the past 14 days?
c. Have you had a fever, cough, difficulty breathing, loss of taste/smell, or other flu-like
symptoms in the last 14 days?
d. Are you currently experiencing a fever, cough, difficulty breathing, loss of taste/smell or other
flu-like symptoms?
NOTE: The Connections to Care staff will also be asking these questions when we call the passenger
to confirm you as the volunteer. In addition, if you are uncomfortable asking these questions when
arranging pickup details, please call the office and staff will be happy to do so on your behalf.
5. You agree that if you are experiencing any symptoms (noted above), have had any of these symptoms
in the last 14 days and/or have been in contact with a COVID positive person in the past 14 days that
you will call the Connections to Care office immediately to have the ride assigned to another
volunteer.
6. Each doctor’s office will have different rules regarding their waiting rooms. You may not be able to
assist the passenger into the office and/or wait in the waiting room during the visit. Please work with
the passenger on a plan for when/where to meet when their appointment is finished.
7. Even if the doctor’s office allows visitors, you have the right to refuse to sit in the waiting room during
the passenger’s appointment. Please make arrangements with the passenger (as noted above).
8. Contact the Connections to Care office if you have any questions or concerns about any ride and/or
passenger.
My signature below indicates my agreement to the above guidelines. It also indicates my understanding
that by driving for Connections to Care, I voluntarily assume all risks related to exposure to COVID19.
____________________________
Name (PRINTED)

___________________________________________________
Signature
Date

